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Membership in the DAO Paykiken 
MetaSpace Community is confirmed 
by a unique User code registered in 
the Tron blockchain network (TRC20).

DAO Paykiken MetaSpace Community 
Members, in accordance with the 
Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, which 
was adopted by the UN General 
Assembly on 10 December 1948, 
exercise their right to establish and 
participate in public organizations and 
communities.

Paykiken MetaSpace is a decentralized 
autonomous organization (DAO) based on 
blockchain technology jointly owned and 
managed by its participants.
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Gold trading over the last 50 years

Diamond index

INTRODUCTION
Currently, the precious metals world market has a huge 
monetary turnover and is rapidly growing. The price per 
ounce of gold has exceeded $ 1,800. The silver is at $ 20, and 
the demand for diamonds is growing year by year.

The main extraction volume of these resources is controlled 
by corporations and state-owned companies with access to 
unlimited investments, latest technologies, and expert 
personnel.

Small and average mining companies in developing 
countries don’t have such opportunities. They are forced to 
use outdated, even eco-harmful technologies, without fully 
realizing their development potential.

Meanwhile, global cryptocurrency market capitalization has 
exceeded $ 1 trillion. Still, it doesn’t allow investors to make 
direct investments in real economy sectors.
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MISSION

DAO Paykiken MetaSpace was created to provide a 
unique opportunity  to access modern production 
technologies for developing mining companies, and give 
people the opportunity to directly participate in 
promising gold, silver and diamond mining projects 
using all the advantages of blockchain technologies.

The electronic service for trading resources using 
cryptocurrencies, the DAO Paykiken MetaSpace risk 
hedging service will allow you to safely and quickly make 
transactions for the purchase and sale of any natural 
resources.

We want to introduce modern eco-friendly 
technologies at all obtaining stages of precious 
stones and metals, ease human labor, and increase 
the life quality of those living in areas of industrial 
development.
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Online platform DAO Paykiken MetaSpace, hosted at paykiken.io (com) 
on the Internet, contains a set of smart-contracts and services, which 
allow to simplify and make the process of investing and corporate 
administration transparent, and make the profit distribution just.

Personal account of each member of DAO Community on paykiken.io 
platform, provides real-time data on the size of tangible and digital assets 
of DAO Paykiken MetaSpace , their current cost, geological, financial and 
legal documentation of projects at the stage of implementation. 

Paykiken MetaSpace platform provides the members of the community 
the ability to directly impact the activity of DAO, receive profit dividends 
and sell tokens at the higher price in case of high demand. Security, 
fairness and anonymity are all provided by the smart contracts of DAO 
Paykiken MetaSpace in blockchain of Tron network (TRC20).

PLATFORM DAO
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Unique Paykiken MetaSpace token, PAYKIK is a 
digital smart-contract, giving its owner the right to be 
the member of DAO Community and grants him all 
the privileges of ownership, administration and 
control over assets and the activity of DAO Paykiken
MetaSpace, as well as the rights to receive profit.

Anyone can become an owner of tokens 
and the member of DAO Paykiken
MetaSpace communities, by buying them 
on the cryptocurrency exchanges, through 
the cryptocurrency trading platforms, or 
from other owners.

In addition, tokens can be given at the 
discretion of DAO Community, to users 
who actively promote the platform in 
their social media and to opinion 
leaders, who signed a promotional 
agreements with Paykiken MetaSpace.

TOKEN DAO
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ADMINISTRATION DAO
The right to make decisions is given to every token 
holder in DAO Paykiken MetaSpace. The weight of the 
vote is proportional to the number of tokens, the 
member owns, but it doesn’t give more rights or 
privileges. The decisions are made by the majority of 
votes, on the principle of quorum voting.

For physical interaction with companies, banks, 
administrative authorities, individuals and legal entities, 
involved in execution of Investment agreement, 
Paykiken MetaSpace assigns the Agent from the 
number of specialized companies and signs an Agency 
agreement with him.

The agreement is signed using the digital signature DAO 
Paykiken MetaSpace, based on the results of Community’s 
quorum voting, giving Agent the full rights of the company, 
and the ability to act on behalf of Paykiken MetaSpace, on 
the basis of his online directions and decisions.
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HOW IT WORKS
Preliminary phase

The member of DAO Paykiken MetaSpace Community posts the 
Portfolio of the proposed project in the field of mining/processing of 
precious stones and metals on the private section of the platform. 
The Portfolio of the project must contain full, detailed information 
including: geological and technological material and documents, 
business-plans, evaluation of risks, analysis of counteragents and the 
project of proposed Investment agreement.

If the submitted documentation meets the requirements of the 
Paykiken MetaSpace platform, the Portfolio of the project is then 
submitted for the quorum voting of DAO Community,

In case of positive decision and confirmation of the required amount 
of investments, the platform posts the information about the project 
on the profile page of Paykiken MetaSpace website and issues a 
calculated number of tokens to its own address in the blockchain 
network.

Communication and interaction with DAO Agent and the members 
of Paykiken MetaSpace Community, including the voting process on 
any matter, takes place in the private discord-channel. Informational 
newsletters, organization of voting and the results summary in the 
discord-channel and via e-mail is carried out by the bot.
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Investment phase

HOW IT WORKS
Upon the completion of the preliminary stage, Paykiken
MetaSpace announces the placement of tokens on 
cryptocurrency exchanges.

The Agent controls the intended use of funds and the process 
of carrying out the work according to the Investment 
agreement, regularly informing the DAO Paykiken MetaSpace
Community about the ongoing work and its results, receiving 
remuneration for his work, according to Agent agreement.

Funds, received from the sales of token on the external market 
are accumulated on the cryptocurrency account of DAO 
Paykiken MetaSpace in the blockchain network.

On the basis of approved financing schedule of the Investment 
agreement and considering the factual work progress, Pykiken
MetaSpace performs a phase-by-phase conversion of 
cryptocurrency into fiat money, making the payments according 
to the Investment agreement.
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HOW IT WORKS
Return on investments & profit sharing phase

The DAO Community can make a decision to sell, exit or close the 
Investment agreement, in this case there will be a fixation of financial 
results, the sale of tangible assets, created during the creation of the 
project, and the distribution of received funds among the token holders.

In the process of fulfillment of Investment agreements and entering the 
phase of return on investments of project, the Agent makes the 
conversion of received fiat money into cryptocurrency, transferring the 
received funds to the account of Paykiken MetaSpace in the blockchain 
network.

By decision of DAO Community, the funds, received from the 
execution of Investment project can be used to pay dividends, 
refinancing, re-purchasing of tokens and other purposes.

The Community can make a decision on return of investments and 
receiving a profit in the form of gold, silver, diamonds, by giving the 
corresponding instructions to the Agent. In this case, natural assets can 
be distributed in the same manner as the financial assets or be used for 
creating the material reserves of DAO Paykiken MetaSpace.
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ROAD MAP

20.03.2023- launch of ore-
processing plant of the Sifuentes
project, the launch of products ;

10.10.2021- the beginning of 
development of DAO Paykiken
MetaSpace concept, creation of a 
legal model of the project, 
consultations with FINMA (Zug,
Switzerland);

04.12.2021- preliminary 
negotiations with the owners of 
the gold and silver mining 
concession, audit on the topic 
of available geological 
information (Lima, Peru).

06.12.2021- the signing of a 
memorandum on the 
construction of an ore-processing 
mill on the territory of 13 
concessions in the Sifuentes,
Arequipa-Peru region.

20.02.2022- formation of an 
international group of specialists in 
geology and engineering, visiting 
the site (Sifuentes, Arequipa, Peru), 
collecting 250 surface samples, 2 
tons of underground (up to 80 m.) 
ore samples; 

20.03.2022- creation of a 
geological model of ore gold 
deposits (Sifuentes, Arequipa, 
Peru), selection of a design 
organization, preliminary design 
work;

02.06.2022- launch of the
MVP platform of DAO 
Paykiken MetaSpace;

10.06.2022- emission of 2.000.000 
PAYKIK tokens in the Tron network 
and placement on the crypto 
account of DAO Paykiken 
MetaSpace;

20.06.2022- launch of the entire 
token emission through a 
centralized exchange, registration 
of DAO members (owners of 
PAYKIK tokens) on the DAO 
platform;

21.06.2022 – quorum voting by the 
Community on the proposed 
Portfolio of the "Sifuentes" Project, 
selection of the Project Agent 
company, signing of the Agency 
agreement;

25.06.2022- signing of a 
production sharing agreement 
in the Sifuentes concession 
area, Arequipa Region - Peru;

01.07.2022- start of the process of 
designing an a ore-processing mill with 
a processing capacity of 700 tons of ore 
per day and a power supply system 
based on solar energy;

10.07.2022- start of gold-bearing ore 
mining, the construction of mines with 
the involvement of contractors;

15.07.2022 – start of an online service 
for resource trading using 
cryptocurrencies, a service for risk 
hedging on the DAO Paykiken
MetaSpace platform; 

01.09.2022- presentation of the working 
project of ore-processing mill of Sifuentes
project, and a quorum voting on the 
emission of PAYKIK GOLD tokens for the 
purpose of financing the construction of 
the mill;

10.09.2022 – PAYKIK GOLD token 
emission through a centralized 
exchange, registration of DAO 
members (token holders) on the DAO 
platform;

11.09.2022 – purchase of equipment, the 
start of construction work;
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TOKENOMICS:

350.000 USDT development of «Raw Material Market”  and
«Risk Hedging” services;

180.000 USDT purchase of 6 ha of land on the territory of 
concessions of Sifuentes, Arequipa, Peru for the construction 
of ore-processing mill;

290.000 USDT development of the project and working
documentation of the ore-processing mill;

920.000 USDT construction of mines, selection and storage of 
ore, preparation of raw material for ore-processing mill;

260.000 the services of certified laboratories of analysis of 
obtained ore, determining the concentration of gold and 
silver.

THE FIRST TOKEN EMISSION  2.000.000

The cost of placement  1 PAYKIK = 1 USDT

1
17%

2
9%

3
15%4

46%

5
13%

THE GOAL OF PLACEMENT:
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1
2

3
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